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Acquisition
Hacks
For the Multi-Channel B2B Marketer
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Introduction
The term “life hack” was originally coined in 2004 by technology
journalist Danny O’Brien to describe the shortcuts that IT
professionals utilized to improve their productivity, “hacking” together
unsophisticated but effective solutions. Since then, the phrase has
been used to describe any tip or trick that can increase efficiency, and
the word “hack” has been co-opted by many industries and functions to
signal helpful shortcuts and best practices.
Customer acquisition is an arena in desperate need of hacks. Between
the increasing competition for customers and the decreasing budgets
available to marketers, there is never enough time or resources
to build awareness, influence prospects’ interest and close deals.
Hacks become necessary towards maximizing limited resources and
improving the outcome of marketing investments.
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How to use this eBook
In this eBook, we look at hacks that marketers, with the help of technology,
can easily implement at every stage of the buyer lifecycle.
They are broken down by each stage of the buyer’s journey and share
essential tricks and metrics unique to each stage.
This eBook is designed to help B2B marketers evaluate and determine
their current marketing strategies, the tools they will need, exactly what
tools are available, and how best to proceed to drive growth—starting with
B2B customer acquisition.

When it really comes down to it, hacks are about
saving you time and money while improving the
outcomes of marketing activities.
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How to use this eBook:

Critical questions: The buyer’s journey
Here is an overview of the questions you should be asking yourself as you optimize
each stage of the buyer’s journey. Check the questions that are critical for your
organization. Prioritize hacks where you have a concentration of checked boxes.

Awareness:
How can marketing increase exposure in the most cost effective way?
What audiences should be aware of your brand and products?
What relationships and partnerships does marketing need to build to increase the promotion of your brand / products?

Interest:
How can marketing keep prospects interested and engaged?
Which accounts are worth higher marketing and sales investments?
What motivates a B2B customer to select one brand or product over another?

Consideration:
How can marketing shorten sales cycles?
What unique characteristics beyond traditional firmographic information can indicate a company’s propensity to buy?
What is the right mix of marketing and sales touches to win a customer?

Decision:
What can marketing do to get prospects to say “yes” and trial (or even better, buy) the company’s products?
What support can marketing give to the sales team to ensure they are successful at this critical stage?
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How to use this eBook:

Goals and outcomes
Goals and outcomes are represented by the following four icons. The
appropriate icons appear after each hack throughout this eBook for
your reference. Use the icons to quickly find the hacks that best suit
your needs.

Target the
right prospects

Grow prospects

Increase ROI

Maintain
engagement
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Hacks by buyer’s journey stages:

Awareness stage
During the awareness stage, prospects are not yet aware of your company
or the products you offer.
They may not even be aware of the “pain points”
they are experiencing that your products
can solve.
Hacks during this stage enable your company to
increase brand and product exposure and align
your solutions with business problems or the
right opportunities.

• Send tweets to all the Twitter handles on
your target account lists.
• P
 ost a picture of your team attending
the conference to Facebook, and tag the
companies, or even people, you want to see at
the event.
• A
 ttach a compelling Call-to-Action (CTA)
giving them a reason to respond or visit you at

1) Use social media to connect with

the conference. This will increase the number

prospects at industry events

of meaningful conversations your team will

Finding target customers AT events can be

have at events.

really difficult. Lots of people and tons of

• O
 ffer promo codes to prospects who can’t

vendors are doing everything they can to

attend events. Most events will have promo

attract the attention of the crowd. How do you

codes for discounted tickets. Let your target

sift through to engage with the attendees and

prospects know so, if they change their mind,

vendors, and how do you win their undivided

they can still attend and even get a discount.

attention? Use social media to reach your
target account BEFORE the event.
grow
prospects

increase
roi
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Awareness stage
2) Focus on tech or social savvy buyers
Businesses with a social media presence
tend to be more receptive to investing time
and resources in technology. Focus on tech or
social savvy buyers who utilize one or more of
the following:
Response Lift for Businesses With a Social Media Presence
Marketing Response Rate
*

Index = 100% is the porftolio average
net response for promotional offers

• F
 acebook and/or LinkedIn Company page
• Web technologies such as ecommerce

250%
200%

• Website

201%
157%

150%

or analytics

137%
96%

100%
50%
0%

Twitter

Foursquare

Facebook

Source: CEB Social Media 2014 Update

Yelp

Index 100%*

• P
 aid media (i.e. web banner ads, promoted
posts, etc.)
• P
 ositive online reviews. Companies with
four or five star ratings show a commitment
to the quality of their products and level of
customer service.

grow
prospects

target
the right
prospects
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Awareness stage
3) Personalize direct mail pieces

This is exactly what an enterprise financial

with relevant company details

lender set out to explore. After sending over

It’s not rocket science—the more tailored

3 million mailers and running a regression

your message, the more likely your buyers

analysis, they found that by adding the receiving

are to respond. However, as your ideal customer

company’s Twitter handle to the envelope of

profiles become more and more specific with

the mailer the responses increased by 200%.

the use of data and targeting technologies,

Adding the social handle or URL is as simple as

marketers are struggling to keep up with the

adding the name or address, as long as you have

content and creative production required for

access to the right segmentation tools.

developing a unique marketing mix for
every profile.
How do you personalize without paralyzing
your marketing department? The smallest

grow
prospects

increase
roi

personalization can go a long way. This doesn’t
have to be typical customization such as
name, address or past behaviors. It could be
something more specific and interesting to
your target.

200%
increase in
responses
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Awareness stage
4) Enter (and win) awards

Some awards to consider include:

Various media, market research companies and business organizations

•

CEB Small Business Marketer of the Year

•

Inc. 5000

•

B2B Marketing Awards

•

Stevie Awards

•

Top 100 Small Business Influencer Awards

•

CODie Awards

•

Global ACE Awards from Business

host awards that your company can enter for additional exposure. There
are a number of benefits to entering these awards:
• Winning an award is a “seal of approval” for your company/products.
• Winning an award aligns you with that organization’s brand attributes.
So, whether that’s innovative, creative or strategic, your company will be
associated with those same characteristics via the “halo effect.”
• Awards can be promoted on your website, social media platforms and
marketing collateral.
• Submitting your customers for these awards gives you exposure and
recognition among your customer base.

grow
prospects

Marketing Association
•

Marketing Profs Bright Bulb Awards

•

ROI Awards

•

PRO Awards from Chief Marketer

•

JD Power (multiple awards)

•

STAR Awards from TSIA

•

SMART BUSINESS Magazine

•

HBR McKinsey Awards

•

Fortune (multiple awards)
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Awareness stage
5) Launch look-alike campaigns

6) Experiment in new markets

Market to new prospects based on similarity to your existing customers.

Good marketers know their target customer segments, but don’t be so

Today, look-alike campaigns go beyond just industry. Marketers have the

focused that you overlook other lucrative markets that may be a great

ability to dive deep into a cohort of markets.

match to your product.

Digital channels such as social media are great for look-alike targeting.
For a relatively low cost, you can drive awareness, increase exposure and
generate demand for your product or service. Use the information you
already have to reach a targeted, interested audience through page fans,

grow
prospects

customer lists, and website visitors.

“ Challenge your teams to question assumptions for the
campaign; analyze the data you have in new ways; form
grow
prospects

increase
roi

target
the right
prospects

new hypotheses to test, and run experiments. Many
of these experiments may lead nowhere, but perhaps
a few will lead to breakthrough growth, and set new
precedents for marketing’s performance and impact. ”
—jason hekl,
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Awareness stage
7) Market via influencers

8) Complete your existing customers’

Consumers listen to influencers because they’re

suite of products

objective experts. Influencers build a strong

Marketing’s role extends beyond the initial

relationship with their follower base not only

acquisition. Marketers are also responsible for

because of their audience reach and credibility,

finding opportunities to increase a customer’s

but because they become a trusted resource in

level of spending, as well as create operating

a niche subject. Having your brand associated

and margin efficiencies for the business. In a

with one of these influencers provides a “halo

benchmark report from Demand Metric and

effect”—your brand has the power to become

Influitive, B2B marketers rank upsell or cross-

credible by association.

sell revenue as the top metrics for improving
customer satisfaction and revenue impact.
For companies launching new products or with
a suite of hundreds of products, targeting

grow
prospects

interested customers can be a challenge.
However, many products work better when
paired. If you know a new product is a perfect
complement to an existing product, add a
layer of targeting that focuses your customer
marketing efforts on the customer segment
using that product.

increase
roi

target
the right
prospects
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Awareness stage
9) Leverage advocates for maximizing the

10) Utilize advocates to land new accounts

exposure of your campaigns

When a contact moves on from a role, build

Effective selling means building relationships.

on the strength of that relationship, using

• Ask customers to share your campaigns,

this customer as your advocate and internal

via social media channels (retweets

champion at their new company. This reaffirms

and shares).

the need to make sure that customers are

• Build customer evangelists who can

happy; the state of each contact’s satisfaction

speak on your behalf to prospects, for

can mean either an open road into a new

lead gen efforts (e.g. webinars) and at

organization or a dead end.

industry events.
Those who are highly connected make the
best advocates because they have the largest
network of people who will listen to them.

grow
prospects

increase
roi

Find customers who are plugged into the
social pipeline–those with Twitter, Facebook
Instagram, websites, blogs, and high reviews.
They’re more likely to reach and influence peers
than the more reclusive businesses.

grow
prospects
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Hacks by buyer’s journey stages:

Interest stage
During the interest stage, prospects have been introduced to your company and brand,
and have begun researching to learn more.
Hacks during this stage help to educate an already interested prospect, giving them

11) Balance human & digital interactions

more insights into the industry and product landscape as well as how your solutions are

No matter your price point or product,

different and better than both incumbent and emerging competitors in the space.

SiriusDecisions found evidence in a B2B

Low

reciprocity

High

buying study that it’s best to mix human-tohuman and digital interactions. To facilitate
Access a Free Trial
Attend a Virtual Event
Explore a Virtual Tour
Tour an Online Demo

Search on the Internet
Explore Facebook
Explore LinkedIn
Explore an Online Community
Explore Pinterest
Explore Provider Website
Explore Syndicated Content Site
Explore Twitter
Explore YouTube
Use Vendor’s Mobile App

Non-Human

Attend a Live Vendor Hosted Webinar
Attend a Sales Event (forum, seminar, etc.)
Attend a Vendor Hosted Conference
Dialogue with a Reseller or Distributor
Dialogue with a Vendor Customer Service Rep
Dialogue with a Vendor Executive
Dialogue with a Vendor Product Manager
Dialogue with a Vendor Sales Representative
Participate in an Executive Briefing
Use Online Chat Feature on Vendor Website

buyer decisions, marketers must understand
how buyers interact and translate knowledge
into digital experiences and a mobilized sales
team. Their new framework (seen to the left)
offers a new way to categorize the information
exchange between buyers and vendors. For

Attend an Industry Conference
Attend a Peer Networking Event
Conduct an Inquiry with an Industry Analyst
Conversaiton with a Customer Reference
Dialogue with a Thought Leader or Expert
Participate in an Online Forum or Discussion

marketers, SiriusDecisions recommends a
near equal balance between human and digital
conduits (information delivery mechanisms)
in the high-reciprocal quadrants will heighten
interest from your market.

conduit

(Source: SiriusDecisions, Demystifying B-to-B Buying for 2015 and Beyond)

Human

grow
prospects

target
the right
prospects
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Interest stage
12) Nurture based on topic interest

• Lead nurturing emails generate an 8% click-

You may have heard that 70% of the buyer’s

thru-rate (CTR) compared to general email

journey is complete before a buyer even

sends, which generate just a 3% CTR.

reaches out to sales. Nurtured leads produce, on

(Source: HubSpot, 2011)

average, a 20% increase in sales opportunities

• Nurtured leads produce an average 20%

vs. non-nurtured leads. Nurturing is important

increase in sales opportunities compared to

because it allows prospects to continually

non-nurtured leads.

learn about your products so that they stay

(Source: DemandGen Report, 2013)

interested even if they’re not yet ready to buy.
(Source: SiriusDecisions, 2013)

Create custom follow-on offers for nurture
campaigns based on topic interest. This way you

maintain
engagement

can continue the conversation with lost leads,
providing education and information about your
product or service while you build a relationship,
and work to turn them into a more qualified
lead. Consider these statistics:
• Companies that excel at lead nurturing
generate 50% more sales.
(Source: Forrester Research, 2014)

• Lead nurturing emails get 4–10
times the response rate compared
to standalone email blasts.
(Source: SilverPop/DemandGen Report, 2013)

Here are five hacks for more effective email lead nurturing:
1. Get your sales team to provide information on prospects’ problems, needs, and interests. Sales and
marketing need to touch base on a regular basis.
2. Develop exclusive, targeted communication content for each prospect segment—according to
Juniper Research, relevant emails drive 18x more revenue than broadcast emails.
3. Recommend using plain text emails for sales communication to look more like a personalized, oneto-one email.
4. Know the day and time when your prospects will see the most value from your communications.
5. Be sure you have content in place to support your lead nurturing programs. Develop and use white
papers, blog posts, webinars, or any other appropriate content.
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Interest stage
13) Own the sales prospecting experience

14) Schedule meetings at conferences

Sales emails should be part of a journey

After you’ve identified the best prospects to

designed by marketing (same look, feel, tone).

meet with at a conference and you’ve made

Too often, sales teams are left guessing how

initial contact, invite prospects to an informal

to engage with prospects after marketing

meeting for vital face time with stakeholders

has already started the conversation. At this

or decision makers. Set up an open calendar

phase, prospects may not be ready to buy, but

with meeting slots using a service like Calendly

are looking for information, education and

or Jifflenow. This hack takes advantage of

insights. Support this with engagement that

economies of scale, allowing you to maximize

demonstrates your company’s commitment to

meetings to make efficient travel investments.

enlightening prospects, not a jarring, off-brand
sales email that “breaks” the experience or
comes off as too strong of a hard sell.

Even with a tight budget, this is a viable solution
for making the event a huge success, especially
if you know your target prospects will be
in attendance.

maintain
engagement
maintain
engagement

increase
roi
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Hacks by buyer’s journey stages:

Consideration stage
During the consideration stage, prospects are in need of a solution. They
are busy gathering as much information about products in order to do
side-by-side comparisons and move towards a decision.
Hacks during this stage aim to highlight the distinct benefits and product

The problem is that many businesses are ‘lifestyle’ businesses. No matter

differentiators as well as any benefits of working with your company, such

how qualified they are or how much your solution might help them grow

as a service guarantee. Many of these hacks also help companies target

or solve their problems, they are still unlikely to buy because the decision

the right prospects who are most likely to be actively

makers at those businesses are not in it for growth.

considering products.

Don’t waste your time on tire-kickers or laggards who never buy anything.

15) Target growth oriented businesses

Analyze which of your current prospects have already actively invested

It’s been several decades since IBM first introduced BANT (budget,

in their business. Businesses that haven’t bought technology, or even

authority, needs and timeline) as a way to qualify leads. Some people

invested in building up websites, are not likely to invest—especially those

consider it archaic. Frameworks are still important—you just have to

with low revenue numbers or in struggling industries.

adjust how you use them. It’s still a good idea to target companies who
have the budget and a need to purchase solutions and you’ll save time if
you can get to a decision maker earlier rather than later.
target
the right
prospects
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Consideration stage
16) Dig out and pursue the gold buried in

In most CRMs, insights are limited on propensity

your pipeline

to convert and common characteristics for the

You’ve already made the investment to get

prospects currently in your CRM. This results in

leads and accounts into your CRM, but many

missed opportunities and lower marketing ROI

just sit there. How can you take advantage of

on past campaigns. Identify the signals that are

them, and ultimately increase the ROI of your

better indicators of opportunity so you target

time-honored campaigns? Focusing on basic

beyond firmographics or lead scoring and spend

attributes like company size, industry and

time engaging prospects who are the most likely

geography is hit or miss and in many cases is

to convert.

just a game of luck.

The beautiful thing about discovering wins
that already exist is that they can actually
reconfigure your marketing benchmark metrics,
like average customer acquisition costs (CAC)
or campaign ROI.

increase
roi

target
the right
prospects
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Consideration stage
17) Uncover an explicit need

18) Hyper-target for high propensity

This one is simple. Signals, or lack of signals,

Similar to launching social look-alike campaigns

from a business can show a need for your

mentioned in the awareness stage, this entails

particular product or offering.

a similar exercise of uncovering the similarities

For example, if your business offers a
website builder, identifying businesses
with social pages rather than a website
can enhance your targeting.
The same can apply to marketers
selling an advertising or media service or
solution. Target business prospects who are
already spending money or have a multitude of
media solutions. They are the ones who need
your help managing or improving effectiveness.
Remember that companies don’t buy

look for commonalities

within your best converting prospects so you
can target similar groups. For example, if you
know that you convert at 10% in your top
markets, look for commonalities among

10%

that 10%.
Some of the most substantial time investments
from both marketing and sales happen toward
the middle-to-end stages of the buyer journey.
Optimizing time to acquire prospects who
are most likely to convert can help your team
continuously find and pick the low-hanging fruit.

products—they buy solutions.

target
the right
prospects
target
the right
prospects
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Hacks by buyer’s journey stages:

Decision stage
During the decision stage, prospects are ready to purchase and have usually
narrowed it down to a handful of options. They want to know specifics such as
cost, implementation and resource requirements in order to select a vendor.
Hacks during this stage help nudge prospects towards trial of your product
or selecting your company from among all the options they are considering.
19) Offer promotions and deals
Owners who interact with their suppliers are looking for promotions

“What would you like to see from your
suppliers through social media?”
(Source: CEB Research, June 2014)

and deals.
• Almost 2/3 of owners look to social media for deals and promotions
from suppliers.
• While deals do resonate, CEB has found that owners are far from
cheap—80% of owners would rather buy the best they can afford, rather
than the cheapest they can get away with.

64%

If you’re going to offer a promotion to your customer, make sure to
communicate your product’s value and benefit.

want deals and promos through social as a way to speed
increase
roi

through research and consideration phase
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Decision stage
20) Pre-arm sales with relevant
prospect information
In a traditional lead generation process, sales
spends almost 10-12 minutes per lead on
pre-call research—mining the web for talking
points, searching for contact data and learning
the personality of the prospect.
As marketing takes on more sales enablement
responsibilities, look to minimize research
time by proactively providing updated and
relevant information. This can cut research time
in half, allowing sales to spend time building
relationships with prospects.
Sales should tailor conversations with
prospects based on the information they
are provided.

increase
roi
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Decision stage
21) Trigger calls based on email interactions
Insidesales.com famously developed the
research proving online actions have a very
short window of opportunity. In fact, they found
that a sales rep can actually increase the odds
of a sale by 100x if a prospect is called within
5 minutes of submitting a form. This same
principle applies for prospects’ engagement
with marketing campaigns and assets later in
the sales cycle.
Instead of leading with a call, marketing should
foster engagement and trigger sales when the
prospect interacts. Sometimes this is described
as using “digital body language” as the driver for
the next level of contact.

increase
roi
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Decision stage
22) Mobilize field sales
A team of field sales reps is expensive, but
can be extremely effective at closing deals
on-location. Marketing plays a crucial role in
keeping acquisition cost low.
First, before a rep commits to visiting a
prospective account, ensure the account
has a high propensity to close based on a
thorough model.
Second, equip sales reps with mobile-accessible
insights into the business and owners who
are going to make a decision. Reps should
easily be able to pull up accurate information
on the business so they can spark compelling
conversation upon arriving for the sales call.

increase
roi
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Conclusion
The word ‘hack’ implies ‘quick and dirty’ tips and the B2B customer acquisition hacks
in this eBook represent the best practices that marketers can implement effectively
for quick wins. In addition to hacks, there exist tools and services to help marketers
systematically improve campaign performance. Data-driven software can apply powerful
data science to analyze your existing customer data, to aid in the acquisition of more
customers who look just like your ‘best’ customers. This and other tools can help you
effectively and sustainably hack the sales cycle, improving marketing ROI and making
marketing a true driver of revenue and customer acquisition.
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Your customers are out there.
Let us help you reach them.
Want to hear how Radius Predictive Marketing
Software helps B2B marketers drive explosive
customer growth? We’re happy to answer any highlevel or nitty-gritty questions about our software,
trial, pricing, and so forth.

talk to a conversion expert

RADIUS

Sales

114 Sansome St. 10th Floor

sales@radius.com

San Francisco, CA 94104

Radius delivers predictive marketing software that transforms the way B2B

1-855-723-4870

Hours Available

radius.com

Monday through Friday
8am-6pm PST

companies discover markets, acquire customers, and measure success. Our
software is powered by the Radius Intelligence Cloud–a proprietary data
science engine–which provides marketers with predictive analytics, powerful
segmentation, and seamless integrations to reach all their customers in more
meaningful ways.

Copyright 2015, Radius Intelligence Inc. All rights reserved.
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